
 

Interactive tool helps people see why staying
home matters during a pandemic
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Social distancing has become one of the most impactful strategies in the
battle to contain the spread of COVID-19, and a new interactive
modeling tool can help people understand why it is so important to
"flatten the curve." Known as VERA, the artificial intelligence (AI)
application was developed by researchers at the Georgia Institute of
Technology to raise awareness about why it matters that individuals
distance themselves during an infectious disease outbreak.

Led by College of Computing faculty members Ashok Goel and Spencer
Rugaber, and Design & Intelligence Laboratory graduate researchers
William Broniec and Sungeun An, the VERA Epidemiology project uses
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AI techniques to empower users to build their own visual models that
simulate the impact of social distancing. The project evolved from
earlier National Science Foundation-supported research on a virtual
ecological research assistant that enables researchers to explore "what if"
experiments about complex ecological phenomena.

The beauty of VERA is that users do not need a background in complex
mathematical equations or computer programming to explore it. A high
school student interested in finding out what it looks like to "flatten the
curve" can log in to VERA and investigate. A parent handling middle
school science lessons from home can log in to VERA and demonstrate
the reason that it is important that they do lessons from home during the
COVID-19 outbreak.

For example, a user can input 16 people as the "average contacts per day
per person" and see a simulation of the possible outcomes. Then, the
user can lower the number of "average contacts per day per person" to
12, a reduction in social contact but not a substantial one. Upon running
the simulation again, users see a marked difference in "peak cases" of
7,000 rather than 8,000, and healthcare capacity being exceeded after 20
days, rather than the original 15. Users can continue to adjust these
numbers to see the impact of social distancing transform possible health
outcomes before their eyes.

"Think of VERA as a virtual laboratory that anyone can use," said Ashok
Goel, a professor in the School of Interactive Computing and the chief
scientist for Georgia Tech's Center for 21st Century Universities. "The
user can jump into our program and conduct 'what if' experiments by
adjusting simulation parameters. We see education as an essential
component of 'flattening the curve' and this is our way of providing an
accessible and informal learning tool that can educate citizens about
social distancing data."
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A key component of Georgia Tech's strategic vision for the future of
education is an "inclusive and impactful education that serves the public
good." Tools like VERA provide inclusive resources that help the global
community gain a greater understanding of the real-world impact of our
actions during a crisis like COVID-19.

Are you interested in trying VERA? Anyone can create an account
through epi.vera.cc.gatech.edu

The VERA project website also includes a brief user guide as well as a
step-by-step tutorial about VERA. They are available at 
http://epi.vera.cc.gatech.edu/docs/exercise

You can also read the new white paper about this work, "Using VERA to
explain the impact of social distancing on the spread of COVID-19," on
the VERA website.
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